Abstract-One of the main aspects of the 'SYMBRION' and 'REPLICATOR' projects is that the robots can aggregate to form a multi-robot organism. For this reason the control mechanisms have to be able to control a single robot, a swarm of robots or an aggregated collective organism. To break down the complexity of development and to take the interaction with the environment and other robots into account, bio-inspired and evolutionary concepts are applied. In this paper we describe the underlying software architecture for the projects to enable different controller types, evolution and learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the SYMBRION (www.symbrion.eu) and REPLICA-TOR (www.replicators.eu) projects, the main focus is to investigate and develop novel principles of evolution and adaptation for symbiotic organisms [1] , [2] , [3] . The idea is to develop stand-alone swarm robots with the capability to aggregate into large organisms. Once the single robots are aggregated they can share energy and computational resources over a common bus system. The bio-inspired evolutionary paradigms combined with robot embodiment and swarmemergent phenomena, enable the organisms to autonomously manage their own hardware and software organization. In this way, artificial robot organisms become self-configuring, selfhealing, self-optimizing and self-protecting from both hardware and software perspectives. Combining the advantages of swarm robotics and the advantages from reconfigurable systems, adaptive, evolvable and scalable robot systems can be build which are able to co-evolve and cooperate with each other without human supervision in new and unpredictable environmental situations.
To meet the demands of the bio-inspired control mechanisms of evolutionary developmental robotics a flexible and dynamic software structure is very important. Such a framework has to support different types of controllers in order to choose the best controller for a certain scenario. This also includes the possibility to switch during runtime from one controller to another controller or to run even multiple controllers at the same time.
Equally, the framework has to enable the process of evolution and adaptation. In order to cope with uncertain Contact author: szymanski@ira.uka.de environments and run autonomously without human supervision, robots need to learn during life-time and evolve onboard and on-line. The software framework has to support evolutionary operators like mutation or selection as well as the calculation of reliable fitness values.
Additionally, the performance of an organism can be increased by morphogenesis or cell specialization. Consequently, an organism can deal with different scenarios and evolve itself to fulfill complex tasks.
The framework has to be implemented as a robotic operating system. For now, there exist only embedded operating systems that: use a powerful processor, running Linux or Windows (Robotic Operating System); are intended for very specific platforms (like Lego Mindstorm); are used in other domains, like wireless sensor networks or the automobile industry (such as TinyOS or Contiki); or provide not something on top of default OS functionality, such as FreeRTOS alone. A comparison might be preliminary because SymbricatorRTOS provides functionality (dynamic robot tasks reconfiguration) that none of the other solutions is able to provide yet.
The paper is organized in the following way. In the next section we give an overview over the general structure of the software framework and the underlying concepts. In section III we show how to realize different control paradigms and architectures. In section IV we demonstrate examples of bio-inspired control mechanisms. To evaluate the software framework and controllers we integrated it into a simulation environment (section V). Section VI points out advanced use and future applications. Finally, in section VII we conclude the paper.
II. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

A. General Architecture
The software architecture of the robot is composed of multiple layers. Figure 1 illustrates the different layers. On top of the hardware layer there is the hardware abstraction layer with all the drivers for the hardware components, which allows the operating system to access the sensors and actuators. The operating system called SymbricatorRTOS is composed of the FreeRTOS [4] layer that provides the realtime system and the SymbricatorOS layer that implements the low-level controllers. Above the SymbricatorRTOS there is the middleware layer. This layer defines unified interfaces and communication services when the robots aggregate into a more advanced multi-cellular organism. Beside the middleware system we have the high-level controllers, which are in charge of different behaviours (evolution, learning, adaptation etc.) of the single robots, swarms and aggregated organisms. 
B. SymbricatorRTOS
This subsection describes the Symbricator Real Time Operating System (SymbricatorRTOS) based on FreeRTOS.
1) General Structure:
The architecture of the SymbricatorRTOS has been designed bottom up. Therefore we started with the lower layers and tried to keep them as general and flexible as possible. This gives a good basis for incorporating the designs for sensor fusion and the world model later.
The general structure of the robot's operating system (see Figure 2 ) can be roughly divided in three main parts: input, output and control. The I/O-system is based on a general Device class which has the same interface for opening, closing and sending I/O control messages to the device as a standard Linux device. From this class we derive input and output devices which handle reading and writing to sensors and actuators as described later. By using the ioctl commands it is always possible to change the actuators or sensors characteristics/settings.
Input and output streams classes inherit from the input and output device to provide C++ stream functionality and which are again combined via multi inheritance to the IOStream that is the base class for several IO-devices like UART, CAN, SPI, TWI, etc. The main idea is that all IOStreams can be handled in the same manner. So it does not matter if a command shell uses an UART or CAN interface.
Most of the devices are implemented as tasks which are handled by FreeRTOS. The Task class will be explained later. For inter task communication we chose to use queues provided by FreeRTOS combined with a specially designed hooking mechanism. Internally, also semaphores and mutexes are used to control the task execution flow and task hardcoded dependencies.
There are several other classes that have been added to the design like the TaskManager class that gives simple access to the running tasks in the RTOS, like the SysLog class, which simplifies logging or like the CommandShellTask class that gives a shell-like access to the RTOS during runtime.
The following subsections will give a short introduction of the most important classes.
2) Tasks: The Task class is a C++ wrapper for parts of the FreeRTOS task API written in C. It implements the suspend, resume, delete and change priority functionalities.
By calling taskCreate() the task is handed over to the FreeRTOS scheduler and started. It will also be added to the task list of the TaskManager class, which uses the Singleton design pattern. The TaskManager class has therefore access to all Tasks created during run-time. This is important for several reasons. For instance, tasks that are not a Singleton could be accessed via the TaskManager by their unique names. This makes it easy for tasks, that depend on the input/output of other tasks, to check if those tasks exist and run. If not, they could be easily created. This makes the runtime structure quite flexible. The hooking mechanism described later makes intensive use of that feature. 
3) Hooks:
Hooking is a mechanism that enables intertask communication in a very flexible manner. Tasks that are "hookable" have an QueueHookable object that has a list of other tasks which hooked to it. If the task has new data or if it finished an action it can send a QueueMessage to all tasks managed by the QueueHookable object at once. The
QueueMessage is a struct that consists of a unique ID for this task and the data that should be sent to all tasks in the list. Figure 3 shows an exemplary usage of the hooking mechanism. Here the PlayerSensorTask is hooked to UART0IOStreamTask and will automatically be informed if new data is available on the UART0. The new data will be analysed and a message will be sent to the queue of the MDL2eTask which is hooked to the PlayerSensorTask. If the MDL2eTask selects a new action it likewise sends a message to the queues hooked to it, the PlayerActuatorTask in this scenario, which will alter the values of the wheels of a simulated robot. This structure is very efficient, as the tasks could decide if they are going to wait for a new message, or if they go on with other stuff if there is no new message. The example will be explained in more detail in a later subsection.
4) Devices:
A device should be the standard interface for all kind of hardware connected to the microcontroller by using all the different IO lines. The device class itself defines first of all that all devices can be opened, closed and that I/O control commands (ioctl) can be sent to the device to alter its characteristics. Devices are separated in input and output devices and later enhanced to streams. Actuators and sensors directly inherit from the output and input streams. Figure 4 shows the current structure of the available streams. Streams should give an easier access to the device capabilities as type conversion is done automatically and everything can be written in one simple line. b) Actuators: An actuator is something that changes the physical state of the robot or its environment. Therefore, LEDs, motors and sound devices are actuators. They need an output from the system but never serve as an input to the system.
We distinguish between two kinds of actuators: The standard Actuator changes the robot's state immediately and can be used for LEDs; and secondly the ActuatorTask which is activated to reach a given value or to perform a task like playing a song or make the robot drive on a line or turn at a given angle. Those actuators include a task and may be hooked to different sensors to perform their goal. They are called the low-level controllers in the SymbricatorRTOS architecture. c) Sensors: Sensors are devices that sense the state of the robot or its environment.
We distinguish between two kind of sensors. The standard Active Sensor can be activated (opened) and it informs the system that new data arrived by generating a hardware/software interrupt. The Passive PollingSensorTask which covers all sensors that have to be polled like ADCs or TWI slaves and which need to be tasks handled by the RTOS.
III. IMPLEMENTING DIFFERENT ROBOT-CONTROL ARCHITECTURES IN THE SYMBRICATORRTOS FRAMEWORK
A control architecture for a robot can be designed according to several paradigms. Along common control architectures used for autonomous mobile robots are Brooks' subsumption architecture [5] , Arkin's motor-schema based control [6] , artificial neural networks of different kinds and rule/behaviour based controllers.
The SymbricatorRTOS is not designed to follow one of those paradigms in particular. This is left to the designer of the robot controller. We think that the component based hooking system is a good structure to give a designer an API at hand, which offers as much freedom to the design as is needed. In the following subsections we would like to give some examples how such different control paradigms can be designed within the SymbricatorRTOS framework.
A. Subsumption Architecture
In the subsumption architecture the control system is based on different layers of competence. Each layer builds upon and potentially interacts with the inputs and outputs of existing, previous levels to add higher levels of competence, leaving the lower levels intact, functional and operational within the overall system. The system is controlled by these components that interact together by predefined actions like suppression and inhibition. A higher-level module can suppress the output of an lower-module by overwriting/replacing the inputs of the other module. Within the SymbricatorRTOS this can be implemented either by giving a module a higher hook priority (not task priority) in the tasks hook handler in a way that messages from lower priority hooks are not handled until the other tasks give it free or by using semaphores that have the same effect. For example, a random walk task that is hooked to the robot's 2D drives can be suppressed by a controller that stops the robot when the target area has been reached (e.g. waiting to be close to a red light).
Other forms of suppression can be suspending tasks or removing hooks from the hook list.
The second action that could be taken between modules is the inhibition. A module inhibiting another one suppressed the outputs of this module. In our case it would prevent the module from sending information using the hooks or by removing a single inhibited hook. This could also be done by a kind of hook priority which can be changed from outside or again by using a semaphore.
What the SymbricatorRTOS can add to the classical subsumption architecture is the flexibility to add and remove (and therefore replace) tasks according to the time and need of the robot in different situations and scenarios. For example, a controller task can be modified (for instance adapted or evolved using AI) and therefore it can be replaced with the new improved version. This mechanism introduces a great deal of flexibility by allowing to add and/or to remove tasks from the architecture making it a Dynamic Subsumption Architecture which goes beyond the use of suppression and inhibition. In [6] , [7] Arkin and Balch describe motor schema-based navigation for mobile robots. The asynchronous execution of the multiple concurrent processes of the motor schemas is well suited to be implemented in the SymbricatorRTOS (see Figure 5 ). Basically, each schema can be a task and hooked to the sensors. Thereby, it analyses the sensor data in respect wheter it needs to be active or not. If it is active it also has to calculate the appropriate response vector field.
B. Motor-Schema Control
Those vector fields will be summed up by a task that is hooked to the schema tasks. In this way the task can always update the overall vector field if a schema becomes active or is deactivated. This task would additionally run with a fixed frequency to calculate the new motion outputs from the vector field to continuously control the robot's motion and to update the fields according to the robot's motion incorporated in the robot's odometry.
All those tasks run asynchronously that means with different frequencies based on the importance of those tasks and also based on the frequency of the sensors used.
C. Artificial Neural Network Control
The mapping from sensor inputs to actuator outputs on a robot might be performed by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) controller. The design of multiple ANNs modules is simplified by the architecture the SymbricatorRTOS provides ( Figure 6 ). An ANN task can receive input, synchronously or asynchronously directly from the sensor input or another ANN task. The flow of the information will follow the circuitry of the designed hooking system. Hence, the SymbricatorRTOS allows a system to contain Artificial Neural Network Circuits, in other words, a topology with individual ANNs as nodes. This means that ANNs can be coupled together, different configurations of ANNs might be evaluated and runtime reconfiguration mechanisms might switch to better performing ANNs on the fly. Moreover, such a dynamic circuit extension is tailored to evolutionary approaches. Now, not only on the level of the topology of an individual ANN, but also on the level of the overall topology, it becomes possible to evolve the control architecture. A hybrid automaton is a finite automaton that switches between continuous open or closed loop controllers. The implemented MDL2 controller is such kind of hybrid automaton control (Figure 7) . The controller is simply hooked between the sensors and the actuators to perform the control. In our case it does run with a fixed clock rate but can also immediately handle asynchronous inputs when ever a
D. Hybrid Automaton Control
new sensor input comes in. This controller is used as an exemplary controller in section IV-A.
IV. EXAMPLE CONTROLLERS
This section shows some examples for the use of our framework. All described controllers are implemented and are running in the simulation environment. To show a broad spectrum of use, we present a behavioral controller, a neural network and a hormone based controller.
A. MDL2 controller
The MDL2 Controller is a behaviour based controller based on the extended Motion Description Language 2 (MDL2 ) [8] , [9] , [10] , which has been used to control several different robots with constrained memory and computational resources. It belongs to the class of hybrid automaton controllers as described in section III-D. The structure of the controller in the SymbricatorRTOS can be seen in figure 3 . The MDL2eController is hooked to a sensor task and is continuously checking if new data arrived. If new data is available or the software timers expired (duration), the MDL2 controller will select a new action from the plan and change the robot's internal state. This could be either a direct change of actuator values, setting internal variables or starting, suspending or deleting other controllers or tasks. After changing the internal state a message is sent to all hooked tasks, e.g. the PlayerActuatorTask.
B. The Linda controller
The Linda engine contains an implementation of an Artificial Neural Network, that makes use of an underlying developmental engine. This ANN lives in a 2D space in which a Gene Regulatory Network [11] moves, divides and removes neurons and synapses. The current instruction set to drive the developmental engine is handcoded and gives rise to a Braitenberg [12] control architecture that enables the robot to avoid collisions in a basic scenario in the Player/Stage simulator. A layout of the Linda controller can be seen in figure 8 . The ANN uses the SymbricatorRTOS hooking system to communicate with "sensor" and "actuator" modules. It is a spiking neural network based on Izhikevich neurons, which are able to show an interesting range of biological behaviour and are computationally relatively cheap [13] . The spikes are communicated in sets over the hooking system using the AER format used on neuromorphic engineering chips [14] .
The mapping from sensor input to neurons in the mentioned 2D grid preferably preserves invariances that have to do with the morphology of the robot [15] . This mapping is not a trivial function, but can be seen as a primitive type of sensor fusion. Hence, future versions of the Linda engine will search the space of possible mappings, in which runtime evaluation of the different sensor fusion mechanisms will be possible by swapping in and out of tasks using the SymbricatorRTOS hooking system. This is one step short of a full-fledged evolutionary loop. Configurations of sensor fusion tasks can be coded using a genome. Different genomes lead to different task configurations. With the addition of the above mentioned gene regulatory network it is possible to create dynamic configurations of tasks which turn on different sets of (sensor fusion) tasks on different times on the robot. It is not just convenient to have a runtime hooking system that is able to enable, disable and swap tasks, it is essential to have a robotic operating system that allows for this level of automation. Without the hooking system it will be impossible for a gene regulatory network to exert influence at runtime, and it will only be able to output static network topologies.
C. Hormone-based controller
A third controller type that has been implemented on our software architecture is based on another bio-inspired control paradigm. This controller achieves internal homeostasis by simulating secretion, degradation, diffusion, reaction and reception of virtual hormones [16] , [17] . Sensory receptions above defined thresholds trigger the secretion of specific virtual hormones. These hormones decay over time, thus higher sensory input leads to higher equilibria of these sensorassociated hormones. Hormones can promote or block other hormones and finally, actuators are driven corresponding to specific actuator-related hormones. In addition to that, the internal "body" of the controlled robot is structured by a set of neighboring compartments. After receiving abovethreshold sensory input, the sensor-related hormones are only secreted into those compartments that are linked to the triggered sensor. Also actuators are activated only according to hormone levels inside of those compartments that are linked to the specific actuator. This controller structure allows us to implement two modes of calculation in parallel: On the one hand, rules that define how hormones affect each other, allow calculations in time. On the other hand, the flow of hormones between compartments allows computation in space by assigning different diffusion rates to hormones and by having differently structured sets of internal compartments.
The software architecture of SymbricatorRTOS, especially the parallel execution of tasks and the exchange of informa-tion between tasks by using queues and hooks, significantly supports the construction of our hormone-based controllers. Each compartment can be calculated by a separate task and the hooking mechanism can supply each compartment task with sensor values and it can also handle the hormoneexchange among compartments (diffusion). In the aggregated organism, robot-to-robot communication can be used to allow "neighboring" compartments within different robots to exchange hormones by the very same hooking system, thus the spatial computation that initially was performed only within each individual robot can then spread throughout the whole robot organism.
Our hormone-based controller is already implemented in SymbricatorRTOS. It can be executed on the evaluation board and robots can navigate in the player/stage environment. We successfully implemented basic robot navigation principles (obstacle avoidance, wall following) and in future we will use a process of artificial evolution to evolve both, the layout of compartments and the rules of hormone-to-hormone interactions.
V. INTEGRATION TO SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS
To prove the concepts of the software framework in early stages of the development, we integrated the Symbricator-RTOS into two different kinds of simulation. The first one is the open source project Player/Stage and the second one is the simulator which is under development within the projects.
A. Player/Stage
We connected SymbricatorRTOS to the very well known robot control and simulation software Player/Stage [18] to show the concepts of the SymbricatorRTOS -hooking included. Player/Stage is a 2D robot simulation environment with pseudo physics and some sensor models like laser sensor, infra-red sensor, bumper and some more.
The simulation is used to provide sensor data for the robot controller running on the evaluation board. The setup is the following: the evaluation board is connected via RS232/UART0 with a host computer running a player controller. The stage simulation environment can run on any other computer. The player controller is connected via TCP/IP with the stage simulation. This setup makes it also possible that several simulated robots run in one simulation at the same time controlled by different evaluation boards.
The player controller gathers sensor data and sends it to the board. On the other hand the board sends commands to the player controller which controls the virtual robot.
During the setup the second UART1 of the board is connected to a computer with a terminal program. The SymbricatorRTOS uses the second UART1 for the command shell. The user can use it to start, suspend and stop tasks or to hook them together.
In the stage simulation runs a model of a robot that drives through a little maze. The seven inputs of the infrared distance sensors are sent to the evaluation board with a frequency of 33.33 Hertz, which could be altered in the player control program. After sending new data it tries to read a new velocity value from the serial port. This read is non-blocking and the controller will continue sending the distance data if no new data arrived on the serial port. So we get a continuous stream of data via the RS232/UART0 interface to the evaluation board.
1) SymbricatorRTOS:
On the side of the Symbricator-RTOS four tasks are involved to control the virtual robot. Figure 3 in the Symbricator RTOS section shows the tasks and the possible hooks between those tasks. The UART0IOStreamTask handles the incoming and outgoing communication via the UART0.
2) PlayerSensorTask: The PlayerSensorTask emulates a sensor. It is waiting for new data coming from the UART0. After analyzing and writing the data to a global variable (world model) it sends an empty message to all hooked tasks that new data arrived.
3) PlayerActuatorTask: The PlayerActuatorTask should show how a simple actuator could work in the SymbricatorRTOS. It is waiting for a message from the MDL2eTask which it is hooked with. Then it sends the new velocity values via the UART0 to the player controller.
B. Symbricator Simulator
To be more flexible in simulating modular robot organisms we decided not only to use Player/Stage or Gazebo but to write our own simulation that suites perfectly to our needs and without being committed to a predetermined simulation architecture. Therefore we are currently developing the Symbricator Simulator using the Delta-3D API. Delta-3D is a very powerful game and simulation engine that is already in use in different simulation projects and offers a lot of interfaces to other open source libraries, like Open Dynamics Engine (ODE), Open Scene Graph (OSG) and High Level Architecture (HLA) for distributed simulations [19] . Its modular architecture allows full access to these underlying libraries so that one has full flexibility in developing software without being restricted to the API of Delta-3D.
Delta-3D offers also a tool for easily creating mazes and other three dimensional maps that can be loaded into the simulation environment during runtime. With this tool we have the possibility to load different scenarios during runtime, test different controllers and evaluate their behavior very easily.
The Symbricator Simulator is a 3D simulator of modular robots which uses the rigid body physics engine of ODE, different sensor and actuator models. The robot models consist of four different modules: bodies, actuators, connectors and sensors. Bodies describe the geometrical and physical properties of parts of the robot like the collision shape and the mass. A body is within itself fixed. That means that parts inside one body do not move relatively to each other. Actuators are all components that connect two bodies together and that can put a force between these two bodies so that they move relatively to each other. Actuators are realized by using joints provided by the Open Dynamics Engine. Connectors are modules for connecting two robots together. Last but not least, sensors are for perceiving the Fig. 9 . Screenshot of the Symbricator Simulation. environment. Currently, three different types of sensors have been developed, a camera sensor, a proximity sensor and a laser scanner.
A few control components have already been implemented. The keyboard component gives the user the ability to control the robot manually. Additionally to the control of single robots, the GUI component provides information about the status of the robot components to the user, like sensor values and images, actuator values and the state of the connectors. In many cases the most effective way to develop an embedded system is to connect it to the simulation. This is called Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation (HIL). We perform HIL using the RS232 component which allows the user to switch the control to a device connected to the RS232 interface. With this component it is for example possible to use an evaluation board to control a robot in the simulation, like we did it with the Player/Stage simulator. Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the Symbricator Simulator simulating several connected robots performing caterpillar-like motion controlled by the MDL2 controller running on the evaluation boards. In the upper right corner the sensor image of a camera attached to the robot model is displayed.
In the future, we like to develop the simulation engine further to be able to distribute the simulation to several computers and we like to switch the physic engine to Nvidia PhysX to be able to run physics calculation on the graphic card as this consumes the most of the computational power of the CPU.
VI. ADVANCED USE AND APPLICATIONS
The reconfigurable robot software architecture as proposed in this paper, can contribute in several ways to existing fields. The framework adds expressive runtime capabilities in which components are allowed to evolve over and beyond the life time of a robot: embryogenesis, in which robot modules become optimized to their place in a robot organism or robot swarm; and cell specialization, in which multiple controllers might compete in direct (the best controller for sensor fusion) or indirect (the best individual in an evolved generation) competition.
A. Embryogenesis/Morphogenesis
The hooking system of SymbricatorRTOS makes it possible to have chains of tasks that come into existence and go out of existence during the life time of the robot. In an embryogenetic paradigm this allows the robot to gain expertise on impoverished, more simple, environments, before more complex environments -that need more advanced control architectures -are offered to the robot. This is along the lines of the work of Lungarella and Berthouze [20] who show with a bounching robot that self-exploration in phases enables it to learn to utilize its limbs.
In modular robotics the robot organism configuration poses demands on the underlying control architecture. The property of runtime reconfigurability of a network of tasks within SymbricatorRTOS allows -within a morphogenetic paradigm -for sets of tasks to coevolve with the form of the robot. Within a spider-like organism the tasks that do visual processing are likely to be running on modules that are high in the organism and not on its legs, while such an organization of visual processing tasks in a snake-like organism might be much more uniformly distributed. For large-scale morphogenetic changes -from swarm to organism -the platform supports the ability of switching at runtime from wireless to wired communication.
A variety of controllers (e.g. EANN, hormone controllers) can be constructed at runtime of a robot by using embryological processes similar to embryogenesis in nature. Construction of controller at runtime especially fits the paradigm of on-board evolution. This approach makes it possible to have highly complex controllers derived from only a small and simple instruction set. Such controllers can be either basic maintenance controllers, sensorimotor controller, or even the controllers performing embryological development themselves. Those controllers can be chained together easily using the hooking system of SymbricatorRTOS. Not only the controllers themselves, also their interfaces may be under evolutionary pressure. Global organism-wide data to modulate and/or activate these controllers selectively might be used, as described in the following section. This usage of artificial hormones supports the modular design of interchangeable controllers for different tasks by providing a common interface.
B. Cell Specialization
In a certain scenario a robot organism can have two robots equipped with a camera. Therefore only these two robots need to be specialized for vision and must be able to run the cameras. In case one fails, another robot can take up the place and start the camera. Or some robots in a skeleton position with no active tasks can serve as calculation units or power suppliers.
The final task of a robot and the adequate controller to achieve this task are not only defined by the robot's sensory equipment, but also by other factors. Local control policies that specialize a robot, depending on its position within the organism or depending on the information obtained from robots in neighbouring positions, allow for a relatively uniform communication load on the organism. Using the hooking system of SymbricatorRTOS specialization can be performed by activating different sets of tasks on different robot modules. Automated enabling and disabling tasks, makes it possible to search this space of all possible control policies by evolutionary means.
To allow modules to control each other without the necessity for global information, we plan to simulate virtual hormone gradients within the robot organism. This bioinspired approach to organism-wide robot control allows us to develop a flexible, but still very robust, network of interacting controllers within our multicellular robot organism.
C. Multiple Controllers
The possibility to run several variants of a controller, change the current controller at runtime, and evaluate the performance on the spot, allows for highly adaptive control architectures. A visual processing module which uses differential luminence information rather than a module which uses colour information might be activated in dark conditions.
In an evolutionary paradigm descendents of controllers can be tested and their performance analysed. Automated update of tasks on the robot allows for an implicit and internal fitness function as Floreano and Urzelai [21] argue for. An underlying infrastructure as an online positioning system does not impose knowledge on the robots which they can not have from their local perspective. And it allows for highly automated evolutionary processes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a flexible and dynamic framework for robot controllers. We pointed out the software framework we developed in the projects to support bioinspired controllers and evolutionary concepts. We took existing architectures into account and showed how to implement them and enhance them with our framework. Afterwards we showed how to apply it to exemplary control mechanisms. Finally, we made a short outlook of advanced use and future applications. 
